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About This Game

VilleTown is a City-Building Tower Defense game, where the player researches Technologies, Artifacts, and special Powers to
help grow, expand, and defend their VilleTown from outside invaders.

The story of VilleTown follows the voyage of a group of Pilgrims in the Middle Ages, who venture out to an Island that they
have heard many stories about. While people tell of its untold riches, they also say there is something dark linked to the island,

as there once was an Ancient Civilization there that performed Dark Rituals. Ignoring this, the pilgrims head out to the Island to
start their new lives.

Be sure to lead them to prosperity as you build, grow, and advance your VilleTown through the ages, Governor.
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If you liked the first Barrow hill you will also like the Dark Path, same style of atmospheric game play.. Great DLC nice to see
this on CMS2018

Always like when game gets new content. In this game you are an engineer who's tasked with repairing this game

Also you can't change the volume, the keybindings aren't as it says they are in the options menu (control is to crouch yet options
say it is C by default) and the start is one big maze of a spaceport with no icon on your compass or minimap. you also can't
change settings in the pause menu mid game. you gotta go to the main menu for that.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/V83oXsl1yYA

Nitpicks would be the bad voice acting and poor animations as well as button prompts for things not disappearing after having
activated\/taken them. Sorry but this is just rubbish... Loaded with bugs, refund please.. For diehard Blitzkrieg fans, it may be
worth the few dollars. I'm enjoying it. But otherwise the engine is just too dated for me to recommend to someone who has no
rose colored glasses.

Also, after playing a few levels of the Entente campaign, I've noticed that unlike Blitzkrieg there are no persistant "core" units
that gain experience and can be upgraded through the campaign. This makes it more of a series of set piece battles.

There is a (free) Spanish Civil War mod for the first Blitzkrieg that has a campaign for both sides and as I recall does include
core units and I would recommend that over this stand alone WWI mod.

On the positive side there are 3 campaigns (French, German, Russian) and a lot of unique (to the era) units modeled with
numerous guns and armored cars and tanks. Also are a number of different cavalry units that function like faster infantry which
I thought would be useful for flanking and attacking artillery behind enemy lines but they seem to have difficulty attacking..
Adapt or Perish: create your very own unique units to progress in an endless strategic battle against procedurally generated AI.
Learn, adapt, evolve or perish.

As much as I want to love this game, it is - despite all the features - very shallow. Yes you can select between literally thousands
of possibilities for your units, but in the end only a few selections actually matter. I.E. not going for maximum range will always
put you as a disadvantage, because out-ranging the enemy is always guaranteeing success.

Several options sound great, but are destroyed by the adapting AI. While it is on the one hand great to see that the AI is not
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stupidly repeating the same mistake over and over, this also renders certain features completely useless. Cloaking is one of the
best examples: the enemy will just equip detectors rendering your cloak useless. Turrets are another example: no matter how
many you build and how you build them, eventually they will always be overrun by the endless AI units.

In the end having mobile high-range, high-damage units that turn shredded enemies into resources is the absolute mandatory
choice. If those boxes are checked, the game suddenly becomes surprisingly easy, because everything just dies. At this point you
realize that the game is a very simplistic "Kill the next boss" system, that contains two forms of enemies: those that die
instantaneously and those that you cannot kill because they have damage reflection.

Fun game, but in it's current state there is zero replay value.. Very fun game, played this on disk for years and always enjoyed it.
Campaign was much more difficult compared to Direct Action and seems a little lacking in satisfaction with voice actors and
live action cutscenes but the game makes up for it in new and improved units and mechanics. My one problem with this game is
that multiplayer online does not work. I looked forward to playing with my friends online but was disappointed when I couldn't.
Overall a very aesthetically pleasing game and a very fun time to strategize and wage war on. Well worth it as long as it is not
bought for online gameplay.. Easy to use and to get started with, makes life much easier!
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Having a blast with this.

Its stupid, unrealistic, and they have all have googly eyes.

Cons:
For the most part the main campaign levels are easy
Troops largely need to be balanced
The game has crashed on me 4 times in 2 hours

But if you are in it to have goofy fun, and try out all the troops and random combos - its been an absolute blast. So this may be a
bit premature, but I think this game builder is precisely what so many people have been asking for, which is a 3D version of
RPG Maker. At this time, there are numerous limitations compared RPG maker, but think about how long that game builder has
been around. With community support, and especially the right development path from the devs, I think this game builder has
unlimited potential!. This game is *really* pretty! I've got something like 178 VR titles in my Steam library, and the graphics
and enviornments in this one were still enough to make me say "Woah!" outloud.

It feels almost like I'm standing inside the game 'Journey' (graphics-wise), and that feels *amazing!*

The gameplay is active, addictive, and feels *very* distinct from other 'punching games' like Audiosheild, Bitslap, or Thrill of
the Fight.

I'm breathing pretty hard after my first few rounds, and I expect I'll be playing this a *lot* in the future!

One note: I was a little confused at first, because it seemed like sometimes I was punching enemies, and it wasn't killing them...
And then I realized you need to punch them in the red 'eye' to kill them, and things got a lot more satisfying afterward.. purchase
didnt go well stinks so far
. not worth it for its asking price but when it goes on sale I can totally recommend you pick it up!
super easy to get into and really fun with friends. This game is fun and adorable. And great with friends. I just hope that you will
be able to somehow add in multiplayer. Because not everyone has friends nearby to play this with. I still recomend this game
though.. Really worth the price even if it is not on sale ! A must buy if you like the old school vibe. This game is an easy,
relaxing game with the added benefit of easy achievements. All Zup games are like this, and can be completed at 100%
achievements rather quickly.. Heroes of the Monkey Tavern is an extremely poor offering in the tile-based dungeon crawler
genre. It lacks depth, variety and any form of genuine skill-based challenge.

Typically in games in this genre the player is able to move around enemies to 'dodge' attacks. There is a reason they do this; it
adds an element of player skill to the combat and heightens the sense of desperation and urgency. Not so in HotMT, however. In
this game the player is actively punished for moving during combat, in the form of massive amounts of 'fleeing' damage that
slams the entire party for a sizable chunk of their health. The result of this mechanic is that combat becomes nothing more than
a gear-check with no more depth than a clicker game and virtually no element of skill. This, combined with the limited enemy
variety, makes the combat very, very dull.

Another aspect of the game that lessens player agency even further is the fixed progression paths for characters. When
characters level up they gain pre-determined stats and abilities. There is no decision making to be done by the player which,
besides making the game even more dull, reduces any connection or feeling of ownership with the characters. There is no
feeling that any choices you make as a player have any effect on the game, largely because there are no choices beyond the most
superficial aspects. You can't even name party members during character creation.

There are other factors that further reduce the appeal of HotMT. There is a distinct lack of visual variety, the dungeon layouts
are less than inspired and the puzzles largely amount to nothing more than trial-and-error.

I don't know if the Steam version of HotMT is a port from mobile, but it feels like it. I do, however, know that it is on Nintendo
Switch. While I'm on the subject I would like to point out that the Switch version is even worse than this one. The controls are
absolutely horrible and I was unable to find the button for the map. I'm not even sure it exists.
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Anyone looking for a tile-based dungeon crawler has several options available to them. They could play Legend of Grimrock,
it's sequel, or any of the other games inspired by it. There's even a Japanese version with manga art. Or, at a push, they could
install dosbox and play one of the classics, like Eye of the Beholder or Dungeon Master. Any of those options would be
preferable to playing this.
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